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Featured articles and news

Resilience to disasters

Two steps that could help create a more resilient built environment.

Budding Brunels

Construction Youth Trust
event marks the end of a
major school engagement
programme.

How Buildings Work

A new book unpicks the
complexities of building
physics.

Thermal comfort

Research finds that varying
internal temperatures can
help tackle diabetes and
obesity.

Hadrian X

An Australian robotics firm
has developed a bricklaying
machine capable of building a
house in 3 days.

Garden Bridge

With the Mayor withdrawing
support, is this the end for the
Garden Bridge?

Listed buildings

An introduction to the
procedures and types of listed
buildings.

Making the most of big data

With 20bn devices coming
online by 2020, is society
making the most of its data?

Featured building

An icon of modern Chinese architecture or a giant pair of trousers?
The Gate to the East has divided opinion.

Around the web

FMB, 2 May

FMB calls on political parties to
recognise the importance of
migrant labour to construction.

Construction Index, 2 May

MPs call for an end to the
house-building oligopoly.

The Guardian, 28 Apr

Is Boris Johnson to blame for
the Garden Bridge fiasco?

Wired, 28 Apr

New photos of London's
Crossrail tunnels.

World Architecture News, 28
Apr

Labour announces house-
building plans as the election
approaches.

Construction Manager, 28
Apr

Heathrow to use £16bn
expansion to drive growth in
offsite construction.

RIBA, 28 Apr

The new apprenticeship
funding regime started on 1
May.
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